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the most prominent heads of state in the world begin gathering for a conference that
could have a major impact on global politics. when mi-7 receives word that the chinese

premier has become the target of some high-powered killers, it falls on johnny english to
save the day. armed with the latest in hi-tech weaponry and gadgets that would make
even james bond jealous, the once-disgraced agent uncovers evidence of a massive
conspiracy involving some of the worlds most powerful organisations, and vows to

redeem his tarnished reputation by stopping the killers before they can strike. now that
the world needs him once again, johnny english is back in action. with one shot at

redemption, he must employ the latest in hi-tech gadgets to unravel a web of conspiracy
that runs throughout the k.g.b., c.i.a., and even mi7. with a mere few days until a heads
of state conference, one man must use every trick in his playbook to protect us all. for

johnny english, disaster may be an option, but failure never is. johnny english and tucker
work together to bring down a network of super criminals who control the weapons

trading industry. in doing so, they find out that the russians, americans and the chinese
are at war. and that there is a new threat, a group of skilled assassins called the vortex.

johnny english and tucker are called to a top-secret location in new zealand to stop a
group of highly-skilled, elite assassins. the assassins are called the vortex, and they have
targeted the prime minister of china. however, it's not just the pm that they are after, but

also the general secretary of the communist party.
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